
Fat Quarter Cowl Tutorial
You need 6 (or more) fat quarters and a sewing machine.

Use a 1/2” seam allowance through out.
Step 1:  Sew three fat quarters, right sides 
together, short end to short end.  Repeat 
with the remaining three.

Step 2:  Put the two rows of fat quarters on 
top of each other right sides together, 
matching the raw edges as best you can, 
and sew each long side.

Step 3:  Turn the tube right side out.  Fold it 
back onto itself so the right sides are 
together and the openings match up.   

Step: 4:  Slide 
the tube onto 
your sewing 
machine and sew leaving a 5” opening. 
Turn the cowl right side out 
through the opening and 
either hand or machine 
sew the 
opening 
shut.

It will look like this.
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